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NOTICE 

All the students of M.Sc. Semester – I and Semester - III from the Department of 

Computer Science are hereby informed that an Industrial Visit has been organized 

at Infocepts, Mihan on 18th November 2022. So please reach the college with 

your Aadhar cards and passes at 9:00am. The agenda for the visit is as follows 

Activity Time 

Arrival 10:30 AM 

Campus Team introduction 11:00 AM-11:30 AM 

About InfoCepts in Brief 11:30 AM-12:00 PM 

Tour to office 12:00 PM-12:45 PM 

Closing call 01:00 PM 

 

 
Date: 16/11/2022 

 

 
Coordinator Head of the Department Principal 
 



Dr. Vijeet H. Meshram   Dr. P.V. Nimbalkar  Dr. Mrs. B.A. Mehre  

 

 

 

AIM of Industrial Visit 

Industrial visit is considered as one of the tactical methods of teaching. The objective of an 

industrial visit is to provide the students an insight regarding the internal working of companies. 

Today, we all perfectly understand that theoretical knowledge is just not enough for a successful 

professional career. It is here that by going beyond academics, industrial visit provides students a 

much relevant practical perspective of the actual workplace and the larger world of business. All 

this makes the importance of Industrial visits all too evident. 

 

Details of the Industrial Visit 

The students gathered in the college at 9:00am in the morning and were briefed about how the 

day was going to be spent. The students and the faculties left for MIHAN at 9:30 am and reached 

at 10:15am on the gate of MIHAN where the passes into the SEZ were checked for all and 

were allowed inside the SEZ. Then all of the students and faculties were given a special visitor 

pass at the entrance of Infocepts which created a sense of excitement in the students as it gave a 

feel of an employee in the company. As soon as they entered the office they were taken to a 

meeting room where Mr. Jay Padwekar who was the HR associate at Infocepts gave a brief 

about the company and its working. The students got an idea of what all things are needed to 

work in an IT company like theirs. A very nice question answer session was followed after the 

brief Introduction to the company, where the students cleared many of their doubts and also 

gathered a lot of information which they would benefit from in the near future while applying for 

jobs. 

After the introduction and question answer session Jay took us for an office tour where he 

showed us the working culture of the office and also how the wonderful interiors of the office 

were designed so as to create a healthy working environment for the employees. The office had a 

play area, massagers, restaurants, and food stations all over which was created with a sole 

purpose of making the employees feel at home and relax in between their work timings. There 

were different types of meeting rooms, some inside a bus, some inside a taxi, some on scooters 

etc. Seeing all this the students were very motivated to work in a company like this. The students 

were also set free by them to take as many photos as they wanted. The students also enjoyed that 



bit. After some time the students were also served with refreshments in their restaurants which 

were centrally located inside the company. Students even got to meet some of the employees 

who are working there and got a chance to interact with them. This whole experience imbibed a 

very positive impact on the students which was in fact the sole motto of the visit. 

 

Following students and faculties were present for the Visit: 

Faculty : 

1. Dr. Vijeet Meshram 

2. Mr. Pooja Kavishwar 

Students : 

Sr.No Name Sr.No Name 

1 Mr.Nishant Dilip Shahare 22 Shraddha Vasant Kale 

2 Mr.Pritam Purushottam Motghare 23 Sneha R. Sharma 

3 Vaishnavi Sanjay Kharbikar 24 Shraddha M Zade 

4 Mr. Harshal Kamal Jambhulkar 25 Nikita S. Mankar 

5 Mr.Kartik Suryakant Nanotkar 26 Jemy Narnaware 

6 Samiksha Dhanpal Nagpure 27 Akansha Dongre 

7 Pranoti Deepak Rokde 28 Yogini Hitendra Lonbale 

8 Mansi Rajesh Chaudhari 29 Achal R. Bagde 

9 Shivani K. Chavhan 30 Poonam Telang 

10 Riya Mahendra Bhandarkar 31 Priyanshu A. Araspure 

11 Kiran Yadav 32 Mrinal Sanjay Band 

12 Rajshri Tulshidas Kumbhare 33 Jasleen Kaur Sohal 

13 Avantika Sunil Titarmare 34 Damanjeet Singh Grover 

14 Sayali Suresh Thombare 35 Gayatri S. Gothe 

15 Achal Dinesh Gajbhiye 36 Vandita M Satarde 

16 Ku. Sonal Dipakrao Didmuthe 37 Pallavi A. Sidam 

17 Anuja Niranjanrao Banait 38 Mayuri A. Wahane 

18 Amol Shridhar Patelpaik 39 Mohammad Zubair Asim 

19 Vidhi Gopal Mandve 40 Sakshi B. Bhave 

20 Ashwini Shalik Mangar 41 Nikita Meshram 

21 Himani Madan   



Attached below are some of the photos of the industrial visit: 
 
 

Photo 1: Mr. Jay Padwekar addressing the students in the conference room. 
 
 

Photo 2: Students sitting in the conference room. 



 

Photo 3 : Tour of the office and sitting in one of the meeting rooms. 
 

 

Photo 4 : Group photo in front of the office entrance. 
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